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Our Commitment

The Hedera ecosystem commitment goes beyond being low 
carbon footprint public network. Through the HBAR Foundation 
Sustainable Impact Fund, and partner organizations, the Hedera 
ecosystem aligns with global initiatives to combat climate 
change with a shred mission to bring the balance sheet of the 
planet to the public ledger.

● World changing projects working with the Hedera 
Governing Council and sustainable brands including Avery 
Dennison, ServiceNow, and Electricite de France

● Hedera is governed by the world's leading organizations 
diversified across industries and geographies.

● Digital Public Goods that enable the infrastructure of 
tomorrow, today.



The Balance Sheet of the Planet

will  live on a Public Ledger.

A regenerative economy requires markets that are 

transparent and accessible to ensure auditable, 

discoverable, and liquid qualities. Transparency and 

access to data and information are essential for these 

markets to function properly.

• Auditable

• Data & Information Discoverable

• Liquid



1.    Make Climate Finance Auditable

Understand flows of finance linked to auditable roles within 

environmental projects

2.     Digitize & Open Source Methodologies

Creating digital rulesets through a policy workflow engines that 

can be executed to create trusted assets that are comparable.

3.    Scale Validation & Verification

Scaling up validation and verification, and audit, processes to 

ensure equitable opportunities and consistent verification.

4.    Discover a Global Carbon Price

Enable a global  based price based on attributes across the climate 

market through machine readable data structures rather than 

methodology and metric tonne.

5.    Make ESG Reporting Credible

Developing tools for trusted emissions accounting and ESG reporting 

to ensure credibility and accuracy based on real data.

Goals of the HBAR Foundation Sustainable Impact Fund





Tokenized climate assets offer several advantages over 

conventional climate assets, including:

● Facilitating the establishment of certified climate asset 

supplies grounded in precise Measurement, Reporting, 

and Verification (MRV) data.

● Providing transparent verification of origin and audit data 

through dedicated interfaces and public blockchain 

explorers.

● Effectively mitigating the risk of double  counting through a 

verifiable on-ledger retirement procedure.

ServiceNow
The ServiceNow ESG ReFi application empowers 

companies, organizations, and their ecosystems to 

generate climate assets by seamlessly integrating with 

the Hedera Guardian open-source tokenization engine.









I want to transparently show the sources of my emissions roles and actors 

following a methodology in a digitally traceable manner to the sensor level 
that is easily shown by tokens following standards

I want to have a display of all my emissions that is discoverable for easier 
reporting to supply chain stakeholders, regulators and customers 
to show my improvement in reductions

Where I cannot reduce I want to be able to offset my emissions with high 
quality and transparent carbon credits to achieve carbon neutrality/net zero.

Measuring Supply Chain 
Emissions & Achieving Net Zero





Thank You!




